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..TO THE LIGHTHOUSE,,
MUSIC AND SYMPATI{Y
trn To the Lighthouse Yirginia \0oolf achieved an almost
perfect fusion of theme and fotm, and the result is one of the
\X/hat makes
triumphant accomplishmentsof the English novel.
the achievementso remarkable is that To the Ligbtbouse affords
the sympathetic reader that attainment of ecstaticself-obliteration
which one does not usually expect to find anywhere but in music.
Indeed, To the Lighthouse is an especially rare example of the
successof musical techniques in literature, for the relationship
between literature and music is tenuous, at best. One need only
consider Joyce's<<fugue >>inlJlysses to see what a sham is apt
to result from the supposed adaptation of musical techniques
to literature. Virginia \0oolf, on the other hand' was aware
that the only significant similarities worth achieving between
rX/hereas
music and literatufe are emotional'
Joyce's purely for<<Look ma'.no
sffictly
is
a
fugue
mal attempt to write aliteraty
hands ,, pe#ormance, ending with no teeth, Virginia \iloolf's
use of leitmotifs is an organic success.Fot just as \0agner uses
melodic phrasesover and over again,now augmented,now diminished, now joyous, now gloomy, Virginia \X/oolf makes use
of phrases and images over and over in difierent contexts' the
relationship between the phrase to one context and the phrase
to the next producing the extraordinary emotional efiects that
we have .o*. to experience in lWagner. One need only recall
the various appearancesof Mrs. Ramsay'sshawl, or the question
< \X/hat does it all mean? >>and the variety of suroundings in
which they appear to be convinced of the potency of literary
leitmotifs when used for their emotional enetgy.
In addition to the recrurent motifs, Virginia \7oolf used
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other musical devices-the three movements of the novel as
a whole, the outer movements cyclical, like the Franck and
Chausson symphonies, making use of the same themes; the
innet movement violently conffasting with the outer ones' not
only in length, but in its occupation with Impersonal Nature as
opposed to Psychological Reality. And within <<Time Passes>>
there is the author's use of brackets to inform us' as part of
the mercilessflow of Nature, of the death of Mrs' Ramsayand
two of her children, so impersonal, so understated and, perhaps,
more shocking than almost anything in the English novel' The
final efiect of the book, whether one understands it or not, is
emotional in the way that music is emotional: the main contrasts
and main apprehensionsare intuited cleatly enough by a careful
reader to enable him to feel the powerful emotional climax even
if he cannot express intellectually what the book has < been
about >.
This is not to say that the book is not about anything at all.
Its themes, fot all their subconsciouswotking upon the reader,
are clear, and except fot a few pagesof understatement of those
themes at the end of the novel, all of the main suands of the
book are completely woven by the time the pilgrims atrive at
the lighthouse.
Before we tufn to an examination of the themes, let us
look a bit more closely at the question of <<musical >>elements
in To the Ligbthouse:insofar as literature can aspire to and
achieve musical efiects, these efiects are ptoduced by literary
techniques which arc lorrnally similar to musical techniques but
which in no sense can be understood to be actual musical
techniques.The reason that Joyce's fugue is unsuccessful(success
would be impossible) is that one is no more inclined to call
that chaptet of.(Jlyssesa fugue than to call a little gray schoolhouse the Empire StateBuilding becauseboth exist, are made of
corporeal substance,and have windows. Joyce's fugue has everything fugal about it except that it does not produce the emotional
efiect of a fugue (granting that it lacks the simultaneity o{ voices
requisite to a fugue). Thus, it is not a fugue.
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whereas musical devices in literature afe only formally
totally
similar to real musical devices and therefofe apt to be
success4/e
devices
musical
these
ineflective in literature, when
emoi"t *. must attribute their successto their production of
proefiects
eflects which are the same as the emotional
;i;;
irr..d by music. It is in this sensethatTo the Lighthouse canbe
called mrrsical. True enough, the musicalnessis panially due to
is
Virginia \Woolf's use of formal musical techniques,-but it
themselves
in
not
obrrlor$ that formal musical techniques will
produce literature capable of_affording a musical experience any
irto." thu., use of -utt.t and windows will produce an Empire
State Building unless one actually builds an Empite State
Building.
of
wh"at entitles a reader to speak of the three sections
to
the
To the Lightbouse as <(movements > without being subject
.t "rg. of" high-flown estheticism is that the emotional efiects
an
of t[. three iections afe like those of music and, by the by,
those
achieve_
help
to
used
imitation of musical forms has been
efiects. Furthetmore, the shock produced by the parenthetrcal
i.fo*, of deaths is, as experiencedemotionally, like the sudden
..^"rh", in a piece of music like, for example, th9 9n9$.e movement of Mailer's Resurrection Symphony. Lily's final s*oke
on her painting, recalling, as it does, but in a new emotional
conrexr;her moving of the salt shaker at dinner ten years-earlier,
is similar in its general effect, for example, to the difference
between the youih theme in Das Rheingold when Freia entefs
giants'
and the Youth theme when Freia is taken aurayby the
that
repeat
me
let
monomaniac,
At the risk, then, of seeming
litepiece
of
in
a
efiects
insofar as one claims to find musical
the
to
musical
i^,rrr. like To tbe Lightbouse, the eflects ate
as'
same
extent that the emotions they produce are like, or the
the emotional efiects of m,ttii' that is, they are sub-rational'
more frequently found in poeuy than in the novel' This means
that the mere presenceof-musical forms cannot be taken very
seriously, since there is no necessarycausal relationship between
the imiiation o{ musical forms in literature and the achievement
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of musical efiects. The forms in themselves guarantee nothing
and, in fact, are more likely to produce an empty piece of virtuosity like Joyce'sfugue than an experiencelike To the Ligbthouse.
The main themesoITo the Lighthouse are generatedby the
repeatedquestion, both expressedand implied, < \fhat is it, if
anything, that unifies all of the discreteand disparatesensations
of life and thereby makes life seem meaningful >>?Concurrently
with this, the same question is asked with respect to art:
<<\X/hat transforms a patch of colots and a heap of words into
a unity entitled to be called a work of art? > Like Proust,
Virginia \foolf ans\r/ersthe question both in the novel and by
the novel.
The omnipresenceof this question of what unifies disparate
and <<meaningless> experiencesis dtamatized through the characters' recurrent apprehension that familiar experience is totally
unintelligible and meaninglessas soon as one thinks about it.
Mrs. Ramsay herself, at the start of the dinner scene in < The
\Tindow >>,feels that sudden isolation and lostnesswhich we so
commonly experience before a social activity in which we are
to play a major role. Lily at dinner suddenly asks herself: Who
are these people, what have I to do with them, why am I here
is also dramaand what does it all mean? This meaninglessness
tized by implication (as opposed to actual awareness on the
part of the characters)in the constant te-evaluations and changes
of mind which each character experiencesin relation to all the
other characters.Lily dislikes and likes Mrs. Ramsay alternately,
as do Tansley and Bankes,and Mrs. Ramsayalternatesbetween
communication with and complete isolation from her husband.
Thus, we are presentedwith a picture of life that is mostly,
though not always, analytic, all of its elements hopelessly isolated from each other, desiring intensely to unite, to form a pattern, a meaning, but rarely able to do so. But the key moments
of the novel ate those in which the analysis ls replaced by
synthesis, and it is these moments which ultimately provide the
answer to the book's recurrent question: \X/hat does this all
mean? Remarkablyenough, this answet is one of the genuinely
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<<musical >>elements of the book, since it is not an intellectual,
that is, analytical answer, but a synthetic, intuitive feeling of
onenesswith reality. It is, of coutse, the esthetic emotion.
. The themes of To the Lighthouse, which are the materials
out of which the answer to the question <<\ilhat does it all
mean? r>is consructed, are pairs of opposing qualities of which
the chief are Mr. Ramsayand Mrs. Ramsay.A11of the other qualities are derived from or expressiveof Mr. or Mrs. Ramsay.
Perhaps,then, it would be best to considerMr. and Mm. Ramsay
separatelyand in detail.
The themes or motifs associatedwith Mr. Ramsay arc familiar elements of the male mind, some of which are given an
unfamiliar twist by the author. Mr. Ramsay, as the novel's
representativeof men in general, is a philosopher and intellectual who is trying, by somewhat rationalistic and Cartesian
methods, to get from the A to the Z of reality. For him reality
consistsof clear and distinct ideas.As a result, we find that he is
analytical,literal, <<factual >. Fittingly enough, he seemsto be an
idealist philosopheras he is describedto Lily by his son Andrew:
She asked him what his father's books wete about. <<Subject and
object and the nature of reality, >>Andrew had said. And when she
said Heavens, she had no notion what that meant. < Think of a
kitchen table then, > he told her, <<when you're not there. )>
To Mr. Ramsayexternal nature is entirely dull - he praises
someflowers to pleaseMrs. Ramsayand while he is sailing to the
lighthouse reads a book, oblivious to the claims of the outside
world. Thus, believing that only ideas are real and that the
outside rvorld exists for us only insofar as we have ideas of it,
Mr. Ramsayis also isolatedfrom most of his fellow men, except
when they are discussing ideas. Being emotionally cut off, he
rarely experiencesthe solidarity which makes one feel that one
is part of a reality bigger than oneself. \7hen Mr. Ramsay sees
a hen and its chicks walk down the road when he reads \ilaltet
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Scott he is, we obsetve, moved and pleased, and even cties at
the misfortunes of Scott's characterswhile enjoying <<the astonishing delight and feeling of vigout that it gave him >. But
this capacity for emotion in Mr. Ramsay is always due to ideas
as opposed to sympathetic oneness with suffering and with
pathetic objects, or with the human condition. Looking at a
little island in the sea,he remarks, <<Poor little place >>,with a
sigh. But Mrs. Ramsayis not taken in and is able to give us the
true explanation - that is, the explanation which Virginia \iloolf
endorses:
Sheheard him. He said the most melancholythings, but shenoticed
that direcdy he had said them he always seemedmore cheerful
than usual. All this phtase-makingwas a game,she thought, for
if she had said half what he said, she would have blown her brains
out by now.
For Mr. Ramsayideas are always the medium of his apptehension
of the outside rvorld. This is not to suggestthat direct knowledge
of the outside world is possible or even an intelligible notion
- but Mr. Ramsay'smethod is not the only possible method,
for Mrs. Ramsayillustrates another meansof knowledge: intuition, non-intellectual identity with external reality. A screen of
neat and symmetricalideas,clear and distinct, always interposes
betrveen Mr. Ramsay and the object of knowledge. Although
emotions often result, they ate emotions causednot by the situation before him, but by his conversion of the situation into
a tablea:u,clear, ordered, intelligible. Mr. Ramsay's insensibility
to emotional or intuitive reality is consistently imaged in his
seeminglycruel desruction of James'shopes of making a trip
to the lighthouse. The weathet uson't be fine, is a fact which
no delicate sentimentscan alter, though neither Jamesnor Mrs.
Ramsay seemsto understand this.
\X/ith Mr. Ramsay's analytic, isolated, ideological qualities,
Mrs. Ramsay,and undoubtedly Virginia \7oolf herself, associates sterility - for, after all, according to the view of what provides <<meaning >>which the novel finally comes to accept,

I
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the intellectual nature of Mr. Ramsay is essentially desructive,
producing a chaosof analyzedandmeaninglessparticles of reality.
It is Mrs. Ramsay who is the representative of fertility, of
what we might call <<hatching warmth >. Mr. Ramsay,for all his
isolation and independence,yearns fot sympathy, and it is that
which Mrs. Ramsay is pre-eminently equipped to give. The
symbols of masculinity-sterility and femininity-fertility are among
the most prevalent motifs in the novel:
It was sympathyhe wanted, to be assuredof his genius, first of
all, and then to be taken within the circle of life, warmed and
soothed, to have his sensesrestored to him, his barrennessmade
fertile, and all the rooms of the house made full of life . . . they
must be futnished, they must be filled with life.
Charles Tansley thought him the greatest metaphysicianof the
time, she said. But he must have more than that. He must have
sympathy. He must be assuredthat he too lived in the heart of
life; was needed;not here only, but all over the wotld.
James,standingbetween Mrs. Ramsay'sknees,
felt all her suength flaring up to be drunk and quenchedin the
beak of brass, the arid scimitar of the male, which smote mercilessly, again and again, demandingsympathy.
Mrs. Ramsay,as the antipodesof Mr. Ramsay,is not sympathetic towatd intellect and analysisor even toward speech:
Strife, divisions, difference of opinion, prejudicestwisted into the
very fibre of being, oh, that they should begin so early, Mrs.
Ramsaydeplored. They were so critical, her children' They talked
suchnonsenss- illvsnling difierences,when people,heavenknows,
were difierent enough without that. The real difierences, she
thought, standingby the drawing room window, are enough,quite
enough.
:i:
She is a protectress of the male sex, though het husband is
deceived enough to think it is he who is protecting her. Her
efiect on people is like the efiect of a work of art-they have
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esthetic experiences over her, and wen Charles Tansley, <<the
Atheist >>,is melted by the presence of Mrs. Ramsay when
they go for a walk. Tansiey-a diehard intellectual (as suggested by the utter rationality, as opposed to spirituality, of
his atheistposition)- even Tansleyexperiencesthe ovetwhelming he-knows-not-what when he spends the afternoon with
Mrs. Ramsay:
rDTithstarsin her eyesand veils in het hair and wild violets - what
nonsensewas he thinking? She was fitty at least; she had eight
'children.
Stepping through fields of flowers and taking to het
breast buds that had broken and lambs that had fallen; with the
stars in her eyesand the wind in her hair - He took her bag.
(The experience produced by a passagelike this is what I have
called the <<musical emotion >. The main <<idea > is never
stated, but the <<meaning>>is clearly apprehended).It is made
clear tl-rroughout the novel that sympathetic emotion and intuition are Mrs. Ramsay'smodes of knowledge. She is the great
synthesizer, who puts together the pieces which her husband
casts behind him after analysis.Thus, she is fertile, synthetic,
communicative, non-rational, sympathetic and her triumphs consist of fusions o{ discrete entities into hatmonious organisms.
It is from these harmonious organisms that the answer to
<<\X/hat does it all mean? >>is derived.
The novel is held together by two majot climaxes, springing
from Mrs Ramsay's organic fusions: the first of these is the
dinner in the first section of the novel and the second is the
arrival at the lighthouse at the end of the novel. All of the
<<meaning > which the novel atrives at grows ftom the dinner
and yearns torvard the arrival at the lighthouse.
It is needless to labor the anthropological and social role
of dinners-recollection of the Last Supper will suffice. This
dinner, for all its unbroken ice at the start and for all the
intense isolation of the characters (thinking what they will do
after the dinner is over and somewhat soffy to have come in the
first place), emergesa tdumph. It is interesting that we are
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unable to explain the triumph by means of analysis of the
dinnet, for it is analysis itself which isolates ail the chatacters
at the beginning, whereas it is Mrs. Ramsay'sineffable synthetic
magic which transforms the dinner at the end. The causeof the
,rr...rr, not subiect to analysis, is explainable no furthet than
as a feeling of solidarity, of oneness,and, inevitably, of.meaningfulness, which results ftom the presenceof Mrs. Ramsay.The
dinner is Mrs. Ramsay'swork of art, as mysteriousas art itself;
it freezes into a moment of time a complex of emotions which
can be refered to again and again in the lives of the partici
pants; and its achievement is like Lily's achievement when she
finishes her picture at the end. For Mts. Ramsay, the dinner
partook, she felt, carefully helping Mt' Bankesto a speciallytender
piece, of eternity; as she had already felt about somethingdifferent once before that afternoon; there is a coherencein things, a
stability; something,she meant, is immune from change,and shines
out (she glancedat the window with its ripple of reflectedlights)
in the face of the flowing, the fleeting, the spectral,like a ruby; so
that againtonightshehad the feelingshehad had oncetoday, alteady,
of peace,of rest. Of such moments,she thought, the thing is made
that endures.
The solidarity is the achievement of communication through
silence - or, at any rate, through something other than words.
When Lily praises Mr. Ramsay's boots near the end of the
novel, we feel it is not the words she speaksor even the subject
she is speaking of, which matters; what does matter is the flow
of unspoken sympathy between her and Mr. Ramsay, the relative meaninglessessof the vrords being entirely unimportant'
Silence is the vehicle of meaning because the meaning is not
ideological - it is felt. When Lily recalis an afternoon spent
with Mrs. Ramsay - Lily with her arms on Mrs. Ramsay's
knees- she thinks:
Itrhat art was thete, known to love or cunning,by which one ptessed
through into those secretchambers?\ilhat devicefor becoming,like
'waterspouredinto one jar, inextricablythe same,one with the object
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one addfid? Could the body achieve,or the mind, subtly mingling
in the intricate passages
of the brain? or the heart? Could loving,
as people called it, make her and Mrs. Ramsayone? for it was not
knowledge but unity that she desired, not inscriptions on tablets,
nothing that could be written in any language known to men,
but intimary itself, which is knowledge, she had thought, leaning
her head on Mrs. Ramsay'sknee.
It is silence (by which I also intend words which are nor used
to communicate ideas) which is the medium of the act of
communication that ends the first section of the novel. Mrs.
Ramsay sees her husband hovering by, waiting {or sympathy:
Then, knowing that he was watching her, insteadof sayinganything
she turned, holding her stocking, and looked at him. And as she
looked at him she began to smile, for though she had not said a
word, he knew, of coursehe knew, that she loved him. He could
not deny it. And smiling she looked out of the window and said
(thinking to herself) Nothing on earth can equal this happiness<<Yes, you were right. It's going to be wet tomomow. You
won't be able to go. >>And she looked at him smiling. For she had
triumphed again. She had not said it: yet he knew.
Mrs. Ramsay, despite her greatness as a literary achievement, is a character about whom we know very little because
she is a force to be intuited from her efiects rather than a describable compendium of attributes. So vital is her force that when
she leaves the room after the dinner is over, disintegration
sets in. And when she dies, the house starts to IalI apatt. Tt
is the revitalization of her power in part three that saves the
house and enables the characters to reach the lighthouse and
Lily to have her vision.
It is curious to realize that the opposing poles of the novel,
as representedby Mr. and Mrs. Ramsay and their attendanr
images, are a remarkable suggestionof the philosophy of Empedocles, Mrs. Ramsay an incarnation of Love, giving unity to
chaos, bringing together separate entities into organisms, pro-
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viding meaning where only chaos or, to use Empedocles' term,
Strife existed before; while Mr. Ramsay is Strife itself, analyz'
ing, breaking down, rendering anarchy. The Love of. To tbe
Lightbouse is associatedwith intuitive knowledge, the knowledge of experience,and the communicative power of Sympathy.
The Strife of.To the Ligbtbouse is - of all things - intellect,
the analytic, desuuctive, unsympathetic power of Mind.
This leads us to a brief consideration of the relation between
Virginia \X/oolf's point of view and her use of the stream of
consciousnesstechnique. Only an idealist can use smeam of
consciousnesssuccessfully, for its employment is useful only
when the writer believes that psychological reality is the only
reality of any interest to human beings. It is clear that Virginia
\7oolf believed that reality, in any meaningful sense to us as
finite creatures, is psychological. The outside wotld is brought
into the novel only as stimulus for petceptions and ideas in the
minds of the characters. In parts one and three there are no
descriptions o{ the outside world for its own sake, because as
a Thing-in-Itself the outside world is unknowable and does not
concern us. The only section of the novel which attempts to
treat Nature as a Thing-in-Itself (of course,this is really impossible) is <<Time Passes>>and here it is done to contrast the
meaningful world of psychological values with the meaningless
world of no values, of Nature, the Thing-in-Itself.
Becausean obiective reality is unknowable and the world of
values is the only one that exists for us, we never obtain objective
character portraits in To the Ligbthouse but learn about each
characterfrom the contradictory thoughts o{ all the other chatacters. All the impressions,even when they appear contradictory to
the very person who has them (everyone alternately likes and
dislikes Mrs. Ramsay),are equally <(true >>and the charactersare
everything that is said about them. That is why the quest for
objective meaning is so absurd and why the meaning that does
emerge from the book has nothing to do with the law of conradiction. The trouble with Mr. Ramsay'sBerkleian philosophy
is that it limits knowledge to knowledge of ideas,whereasMrs.

#
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Ramsay's (and, by association,Virginia \0oolf's) idealism does
not involve ideas but intuitions.
The Lighthouse itself, the significance of which Virginia
\iloolf has not presented as clearly as one could wish, seemsto
be an image or symbol of external teality, Nature and the Thingin-Itself. it is never known objectively by the readet, but only
through the sensibility of one of the characters. Thus, it is
of the outside, unknowable world. This is
"tr .-bodi-ent
surely implied in James'sreaction to the Lighthouse as the boat
gets closer to it:
<<It will tain, > he rememberedhis father saying.<<You won't
be able to go to the Lighthouse.>
The Lighthouse was then a silvety, mistyJooking tower with
eye,that openedsuddenly,and softly in the evening'Nowa yellow
James-lookedai the Lighthouse'He could seethe white-washed
rocks; the tower, stark and straight; he could see that it was
barred with black and white; he could seewindows in it; he could
even seewashingspreadon the rocks to dry. So that was the Lighthouse,was it?
No, the other was also the Lighthouse. Fot nothing was simply
one thing. The othet Lighthouse was true too. It was sometimes
hardly to be seen acrossthe bay. In the evening one looked up
and t"w the eye openingand shutting and the light seemedto reach
them in that airy sunny gardenwhere they sat.
The Lighthouse, then, like everything else in the book, has to
humanleings no essenceof its own, but is in some way given by
the beholder. (\X/hen Lily explains to herself the fate of the
Rayleys' maniage, she admits she is making it all up, just as
oui knowledge of other people is always <<made up >, that is,
supplied by us). Only the force of Sympathy unlocks the prison
g^iet of our own entity - and then, only rarely and momentarily'
Mr. Ramsay's type of knowledge, it can now be observed' is
always knowledge of oneself and one's own ideas and thereby
gives us a feeling of isolation' But Mrs. Ramsay's-knowledge
- Intuition, Sympathy and Love - uanscends the self and
by so doing achievis meaning. The meaning is never expressible

t
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in words, becauseof its non-ideological nature, and it is in this
respect that Lily's artistic problems and Mrs. Ramsay's humanlife problems are paralleled throughout the book. Lily, looking
at her unfinished painting, which just refuses to come off,
asks:
'!7hat
was the problem then? Shemust try to get hold of something
that evadedher. It evadedher when she thought of Mrs. Ramsay;
it evadedhet now when she thought of het picture. Phtasescame.
Visions came. Beautiful pictures. Beautiful phrases.But what she
wished to get hold of was that very jar on the nerves,the thing itself
before it has beenmadeanything.Get that and start afresh; get that
and start afresh; shesaiddespetately,pitching herselffirmly againbe{ore her easel.It was a miserablemachine,an ineficient machine,she
thought, the human apparatusfor painting or for {eeling; it always
broke down at the critical moment; heroically,one mu$t fotce it on.
The novelist along with Mrs. Ramsay and Lily is experiencing
the same problem.
The final arrival at the Lighthouse is the find tdumph of
Mrs. Ramsay's Sympathy, a force which pervades the thitd
section of. To the Lightbozse despite Mrs. Ramsay's absence.
It enables Lily to give Mr. Ramsay the sympathy he craves,
which, in some mysterious fashion, in turn enables Lily to
complete her painting, suggesting that artistic genius is related
to the capacity for sympathy.
The power of Sympatiry (which is not to be mistaken for
pity), the ability to <<feel with >>,is the power which makes
both art and life meaningful. Even if in the act of sympathy it
cannot be said that we share or communicate, it can be said
that we feel the same feeling as someone else and, in that
lespect, we are other people so long as we are experiencing
the same psychological state as they. Thus sympathy is more
than communication it is identity, it is the water that
jar,
becomes one with the
to use Lily's image. Natutally, it
is an act of faith that assuresus that the feeling we are feeling
is identical with someoneelse's feeling, but since it is no more
13
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elecan act of faith than belief in a transcendent reality or'an
is
unimportant'
it
matter,
that
tron, or in any first principles,for
a
\7hat is important is that insofar as Mts' Ramsay was fireat
the
woman, hei greatnesscame ftom being able to expetience
human expetiences along wiih other people; insofar
universal
-rify
*ut ,.r.."rri rl as an artist, she was able to translate
"r
Virginia
h., ,y*p"thy into symbols of feeling' And insofar as
act of
that
Vooif is an artist, she has bten able to achieve
the
ry-p*fty in the reader' It is a sympathy not iust between
,."a"t and Virginia \Woolf, but between the reader and human
reality.
A, the passengersnear the Lighthouse, the arrival at-which
the
.,rr, b" ,uli"r, u, ihe victory of Sympathy, Mr' Ramsay' forfirr, ,irn", praises James (fot his navigation), Mr' Carmichael
from the start and who
i*tto t""-t to have had this Sympathy
poet) raises his arms
a
successful
as
i, ,.p..r.n,ed, therefore'
her
brush in exreme
down
in b.n.di.tion, and Lily < laying
>'
fatigue )> says: < I have had my vision
-*-"t

in. ."a of.To the Ligbtbou:ew? haveall experienced

after the unity of one psyche
that extreme fatigue which .*.r
novel
*ith u.roth"r, thr"oughart. On close re-examination of the
few'
which
for
excitement
of
pitch
we find that it ,rrr,"irs a
essentially
is
It
litetature.
i u"V, puru,tlelscan be citedln English
It does
" -oti."l experience and does not communicate ideas'
"'
tot ,.drr.. to the moral <<Everybody should love everybody
or, indeed, to any moral at all' Ever.v page is art experience
is irn
in'the way that each existing minute of a piece of music
part
as
also
but
sake
own
enjoyable mainly for- its
"*p"ri"t..,
respect'
this
In
of'a coherent, ihough not ideological, unity.
fo thu Ligbtbouse iJa special t"tt"", for it comes uncommonly
,; ih. go"l of att, to communicate a meaning which
;;;
as the
ffanscends meaning. By means of so finite a process
manhas
\7oolf
Virginia
deployment and,otganization of words,
thing
the
the
nerves'
get hold lf n that very iar on
;;:Ji.
it"selfbefJre it has been made anything >. The total achievement
of the novel is the recreation of the split-second intuition which
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causedit to be written. <<For it was not knowledge but unity
that shedesired,not inscriptionson tablets,nothing that could
be written in any languageknown to man, but intimacy itself,
which is knowledge>.
Henor.o Fnorvtnr
Brooklyn College,New York City.

